Follower Management: Helping users follow the right users on Online Social Media
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Abstract—User timelines in Online Social Media (OSM) remains filled with a significant amount of information received from followers. Given that content posted by followee is not under user’s control, this information may not always be relevant. If there is large presence of not so relevant content, then a user may end up overlooking relevant content, which is undesirable. To address this issue, in the first part of our work, we propose suitable metrics to characterize the user-followee relationship. We find that most of the users choose their followees primarily due to the content that they post (content-conscious behavior, measured by content similarity scores). For a small number of followees, a high degree of social engagement (likes and shares) irrespective of the content posted by them is observed (user-conscious behavior, measured by user affinity scores). We evaluate our proposed approach on 26,516 followees across 100 random users on Twitter who have cumulatively posted 234,403 tweets. We find that on average for 60% of their followees, users exhibit very low degree of content similarity and social engagement. These findings motivate the second part of our work, where we develop a Follower Management Nudge (FMN) through a browser extension (plugin) that helps users remain more informed about their relationship with each of their followees. In particular, the FMN nudges a user with a list of followees with whom they have least (or never) engaged in the past and also exhibit very low similarity in terms of content, thereby helping a user to make an informed decision (say by unfollowing some of these followees). Results from a preliminary controlled lab study show that 62.5% of participants find the nudge to be quite useful.

Index Terms—Online Social Media, Profile Management, Recommendation System, Nudge Design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The usage of Online Social Media (OSM) in general and Twitter, in particular, has diversified over time with a number of people using their social media profiles for a variety of reasons [1] like staying connected with their friends, getting news update, brand advertisement and so on. To consume relevant content, users on Twitter follow other users (followees). There are numerous guidelines available on whom to follow on the web [2], [3] in the hope that content received from these followees on user’s timeline is relevant. Twitter also takes care by ordering the content on user’s timeline1 based on the likelihood of relevance of the content for the user. Since the content posted by followees is not under user’s control, despite all these guidelines and Twitter’s ordering, the content displayed in timeline may not always be relevant. As the number of followees grows, the timeline gets filled with more such content which is not relevant, consequently, likelihood of relevant content getting overlooked increases. From user experience perspective, this would be undesirable and it would make them lose interest in the OSM platform itself. This would adversely affect monthly active users and thereby impact on the reputation of OSM platform. Users would like to follow only those people whose content would matter to them and they would want to unfollow the people whose content does not interest them.

In this work, we address this issue in two steps. In first step, we characterize users behavior with each of his/her followees. We hypothesize two behaviors in the context of user-followee relationship namely user conscious and content-conscious behaviors. User-followee pair exhibit user conscious behavior when the user engages with the followee primarily due to social bonding irrespective of content. This engagement could be in terms of likes, shares and retweets of the content received by the followee. However, the content similarity between the posts of user and followee would be very low in user conscious behavior. User-followee pair exhibit content conscious behavior when the user engages with the followee primarily due to the kind of content posted by the followee. There will be high degree of similarity in the tweets posted by user and followee in content conscious behavior. To quantify user conscious and content conscious behaviors, we propose two metrics namely user affinity score (UAS) and content similarity score (CSS), respectively. User affinity score measures the closeness between the user and followee, exhibited through social engagements irrespective of content. It is summation of the number of times a user has retweeted, liked and mentioned each followee. Content similarity score finds similarity between content as well as interests of user and followee through word-level and topic-level similarities.

We implement our proposed metrics on 26,516 followees.
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followed by 100 random users on Twitter and analyze over 234,403 tweets posted by these followees. We find that majority of users choose their followees primarily due to the content that they posted (content-conscious). For a small number of followees, a high degree of engagement (likes and shares) irrespective of the content posted by them is observed (user-conscious). Most interestingly, we find that for 60% of user-followee pair the user affinity scores and content similarity scores are almost close to zero, thereby suggesting very minimal social engagement and content similarity. This forms the motivation for the second step of our work in which we develop Followee Management Nudge (FMN) through browser extension (plugin) that helps users remain more informed about their relationship with each of the followees. In particular, the FMN nudges (as depicted in Fig 1) a given user with a list of followees with whom they have least (or never) engaged in the past and also exhibited very low similarity in terms of content, thereby helping user to make an informed decision (say by unfollowing the followees). We conduct a preliminary controlled lab study to evaluate our proposed nudge. 62.5% of participants find the nudge to be quite useful, it enabled them to unfollow followees posting irrelevant content, thereby, making their timelines more relevant.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work comprises of two parts, first, in which we perform user-followee behavioral characterization and second, where we leverage this characterization study to develop a nudge implemented through browser extension.

For the first part of our work, we draw inspirations from the work related to user characterization [4] and tie strength [5] which quantifies the quality of relationship between a user pair on social media platform. Banks et. al. [6] were among the earliest to introduce interaction count based approach to determine relationship strength. Benevenuto et. al. [4] performed user characterization on social network based on click-stream data. Sousa et. al. [7] characterized Twitter reply network based on whether the tie is due to social reasons or due to the content (topical). Wagner et. al. [8] leveraged social media features to classify Twitter users on the basis of profession and personality.

For the second part of our work, we draw inspirations from the works of nudges ([9]–[11]) which help users take informed decisions. In particular, we found work of Wang et. al. [12] and Kaushal et. al. [13] quite interesting. Privacy nudges [12] for Facebook users were designed to prevent them from inadvertently posting privacy sensitive information. In the other work, nudge was developed [13] to help users control linkability between their identities on multiple social media platforms.

In the context of our problem of followee management, we found plenty of work ([14]–[16]) addressing the issue of whom to follow. However, once a user starts following a particular followee, whether the user has made the right decision or not, is an area which we felt is under explored. Our work, therefore, fills this gap by performing user-followee behavioral characterization and subsequently proposing followee management nudge implemented through browser plugin which helps user unfollow irrelevant followees.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We explain the first step of our work on user-followee behavioral characterization in this section, Fig 2 describes our proposed methodology. We begin by data collection step in which random users are selected over Twitter along with their followees and the tweets posted by them. To characterize user-followee behavior, in the next step, we compute user affinity score and content similarity score for a user-followee pair. Table I explains the nomenclature used in defining these scores. Finally, we leverage these scores and develop browser extension (plugin) to nudge a given user with the names of followees whom the user can potentially unfollow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k-th Followee of Twitter User</td>
<td>F_k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Original Tweets posted by U</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tweets from all followees which are engaged (liked or retweeted or mentioned) by U</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Tweet posted by Twitter User U</td>
<td>OT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet engaged (liked/retweeted/mentioned) by U</td>
<td>ET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. User Conscious Behavior

By user conscious behavior, we refer to the association of a given user towards one (or more) of his/her followee irrespective of the content posted by followee. Such a behavior would exhibit high degree of engagement between user and
followee. At the same time, content similarity between the tweets posted by user and followee would be extremely low. Engagement between user-followee on Twitter can be found out by computing the number of times user has liked, shared or mentioned tweet posted by his/her followee. To quantify user conscious behavior, we define User Affinity Score (UAS) between a user $U$ and his/her $k_{th}$ followee $F_k$ as below.

$$UAS(U, F_k) = \text{count} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} ET_i^U (j = F_k) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $ET_i^U$ refers to $i^{th}$ engaged tweet posted by $j^{th}$ followee. Engagement can be either retweet ($R$) or like ($L$) or mention ($M$). count means that we are interested in number of times user $U$ has engaged (through retweet or like or mention) with his/her $k_{th}$ followee $F_k$ among the total $n$ engaged tweets.

**B. Content Conscious Behavior**

By content conscious behavior, we refer to the association of user towards a followee owing to the content being posted. For content conscious user, the post made by the followee is relevant to the user only if it’s content is similar to the content posted the user or user interest. To quantify content conscious behavior, we compute Content Similarity Score (CSS) between a user $U$ and his/her $k_{th}$ followee $F_k$. We do this by comparing each of the $m$ original tweets posted by $U$ with each of the $n$ engaged tweets (liked or retweeted or mentioned) by $U$ (which would have been posted by one of the followees). This comparison is done in two ways, one by using word-to-word (or textual) similarity and second by using topic similarity, therefore, Content Similarity Score (CSS) is given as below.

$$CCS = (\alpha \times T_x S(U, F_k)) + (\beta \times T_p S(U, F_k))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

1) **Textual Similarity**: Number of similarity measures have been used in prior works to determine how textually similar two different strings are, such as, Cosine Similarity, Jaccard Coefficient, Pearson Correlation and so on. However, we consider Google’s Word2Vec\(^2\) which converts input text into word vectors as output. In our work, we used vectors pre-trained Google News dataset (comprising of about 100 billion words) in the Word2Vec model and evaluated the similarity between the tweets.

$$T_x S(U, F_k) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} w2v_{\text{cmp}}(OT_j^U, ET_i^F (F = F_k))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $OT_j^U$ is the $j^{th}$ original tweet content posted by user $U$ and $ET_i^F$ is the $i^{th}$ engaged tweet posted by followee $F$ engaged by user $U$.

2) **Topic Similarity**: We have used Latent Dirichlet Allocation\(^3\) (LDA), one of the popular topic modeling technique to determine topics from the tweets of the user-followee pair to compute topic similarity between them.

$$T_p S(U, F_k) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} tpsim(TOT_j^U, TET_i^F (F = F_k))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $TOT_j^U$ is the $j^{th}$ topic-list from original tweet posted by user $U$ and $TET_i^F$ is the $i^{th}$ topic-list from engaged tweet posted by followee $F$ engaged by user $U$.

**C. User-Followee Relationship**

On the basis of the user affinity scores and content similarity scores as explained in earlier sections, we categorize user-followee relationship into one of the four categories.

- **User-Conscious Relationship**: When the behavior of users towards their followees is due to personal relationship (social) measured quantitatively by user affinity score.
- **Content-Conscious Relationship**: When the behavior of the users towards their followees is driven only by the content similarity and topic similarity measured quantitatively by content similarity score.
- **Mixed Behavior Relationship**: When the behavior of the users towards their followees is driven both by personal relationship with the followees and content similarity as well.
- **Inconclusive Relationship**: When the behavior of the users towards their followees is driven neither by personal relationship with the followees nor by similarity of content.

\(^2\)https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
\(^3\)https://github.com/lda-project/lda
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We begin by explaining the data collection methodology followed by giving details of evaluation set-up and results.

A. Data Collection Methodology

Given that we were to perform user-followee characterization on Twitter, we started data collection by randomly picking 100 Twitter users. Table II explains the details of the data collected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Twitter Users for Characterization Study</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of original Tweets from these Twitter Users</td>
<td>234,403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Followees of these Twitter Users</td>
<td>26,516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from above data, we needed more attributes to analyze the user-followee behavior. Using the Twitter API\(^4\), for each of the 100 Twitter users, we collected the following:—

- Tweets from each of followee which were retweeted by the user.
- Tweets from each of followee which were liked by the user.
- Tweets from each of followee which were mentioned by the user.

B. Distribution of Scores

Using eq (1) and (2), we computed user affinity score and content affinity score for 26,516 user-followee pairs, respectively. Fig 3 gives distribution of these scores. It turns out that for over 90% of users, the user affinity scores are less than 0.1 whereas the same amount of users have less than 0.65 as their content similarity scores. Interestingly, it is evident from Fig 3 that almost 60% of user-followee relationships have almost zero user affinity and content similarity scores. This clearly suggests that for a large number of followees, users’ relationship with them is incomprehensible which is reason enough to investigate further as to what kind of relationship do users want to establish with these followees. To this end, we develop a followee management nudge through browser plugin which nudges users about these followees and prompts them to take necessary action if required, one of which being, the act of unfollowing the followee. More on this shall be discussed later in this paper.

C. Categorization of Followees of User

After having studied the user affinity and content similarity scores in Fig 3, we see that 75% of user-followee pairs have user affinity score (\(UAS\)) and content similarity score (CSS) less than 0.04 (\(th_{UAS}\)) and 0.5 (\(th_{CSS}\)), respectively. Henceforth, we take these values as thresholds to characterize user-followee behavior into either user-conscious or content-conscious. Empirically, we define a user to behave user-consciously with its followee if \(UAS\) is greater than \(th_{UAS}\). Similarly, we define a user to behave content-consciously with its followee if \(CSS\) is greater than \(th_{CSS}\). In Fig 4, we plot number of followee with user-conscious behavior and number of followee with content-conscious behavior for each Twitter user under study. Circles in ‘blue’ represent those users who have more user-conscious followees than content-conscious followees whereas circles in ‘red’ means vice-versa.

V. FOLLOWEE MANAGEMENT NUDGE

Our work is aimed at improving the user experience for Twitter users by helping them manage their followee so that they can view relevant content in their timeline. User-Followee behavioral characterization helps in listing those followees

---

\(^4\)https://developer.twitter.com/
with whom user has user affinity score less that $th_{UAS}$ and content similarity score less than $th_{CSS}$. These followees are shown to the user in our Folloee Management Nudge (Fig 1) so that user is informed that these are the followees with whom user has minimally engaged nor does user has posted content similar to the content posted by these followees. Along with each of these followees, an option to unfollow is also provided to the user.

A. System Design

Folloee Management Nudge is implemented as Google Chrome plugin. Chrome Extensions are software programs that help in customizing the browsing experience. They enable developers to modify Chrome Browser functionality and behavior as per user needs or preferences.

B. Evaluation of Nudge

Participants: In order to gauge users perceptions and opinions with respect to followee management nudge, we engaged with around 15 participants from our friend network. A pre-study questionnaire was prepared to gauge demographics and Twitter usage of the participants. Subsequently, we filtered out and recruited only 8 participants for controlled lab study who had more than 150 followees on Twitter. These participants were within the age group of 18-26 years, with 62.5% female and 37.5% male comprising of all undergraduate engineering students studying computer science.

Study Design: We conducted controlled lab study in following three steps: 1. Pre-Study questionnaire was filled by all initial participants. 2. Shortlisted participants were asked to use our plugin on their respective browsers. They were expected to sign-into their Twitter accounts following which they were displayed a list of their followees. 3. Lastly, these participants were asked to fill the Post-Study questionnaire.

Results: Here we present our observations and outcomes of user interactions with our nudge. 5 out of 8 (62.5%) participants found our nudge to be useful. After unfollowing few of suggested followees, 3 participants said that it helped them in making their timelines more relevant. However, the participants who didn’t find it helpful had almost similar comment conveying that even though they don’t ‘interact’ with their tweets, but, they still would like to receive them.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an approach that would be helpful to some users in reducing noise in their timelines. We proposed two metrics namely user affinity score and content similarity score using which we characterize user-followee relationship as either user-conscious or content-conscious, respectively. We leverage this characterization to develop Folloee Management Nudge that would help user unfollow some of their followees with whom they rarely engage nor do they find their content relevant.

With that said, this is a preliminary work in the direction of followee management. Ways to figure out user’s relevance with their followee can be improved further, in particular, how to quantify relationship between a user-followee pair who has minimally or never interacted. User base needs to be scaled up. Nudge may be put into field trial to find more interesting user observations and feedbacks.
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